Baltimore Corps
Short Answer Questions

Below are the short answer questions that you will find in the Baltimore Corps Fellowship application along with their word limits.

“We are committed to working toward a more just and equitable Baltimore. Why do you choose to invest your talent in this city?” (150 word limit)

“In your past work, what have been your biggest goals for yourself in terms of developing professionally? How did you decide on those goals, and how did you prioritize them?” (150 word limit)

“Tell us about a time in which you worked with others through a difficult or seemingly unsolvable challenge? How did you approach the challenge, and what kept you motivated?” (150 word limit)

“Tell us about a successful relationship you have that was very difficult to build. What was the relationship, and why was it difficult to build? How did you approach building the relationship, and what was the outcome?” (150 word limit)

“As a Baltimore Corps Fellow, you would be a member of a cohort of many talented and committed individuals, working across sectors and focus areas for a more equitable Baltimore. How would you leverage the knowledge and experience of your cohort to better your work” (300 word limit)

“As a Baltimore Corps Fellow, you will be joining a local organization to help further its impact in Baltimore City. Tell us about a time where you had to put aside your personal goals to achieve a larger organizational goal. How would you contribute to systems-level change while embedded in your Fellowship placement?” (300 word limit)

“At Baltimore Corps, we believe that individuals have the responsibility to advance equity through their work to effect systems-level change for Baltimore. How do you plan to advance racial equity as a Fellow and as you grow in your career?” (300 word limit)

“If there’s anything you would like to share with us that hasn’t come up in the course of our application, please take the time to do so now.” (100 word limit)